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SUMMARY 

Sustainable machinery operation requires a level of self-awareness about the machinery operating condition. 
This paper examines the potential of Intelligent Wireless Sensor Network technology to support the development 
of sensor-embedded smart behaviour in terms of Novelty Detection and Diagnostics for condition monitoring 
applications. We model the data history of plant equipment with a novelty detection engine that can fit and 
operate on top of sensor level resources. Self-awareness can be defined as a set of intelligent 
services/applications, whose complexity can be configured and customized according to the needs of the 
monitoring process. The developed approach is being initially implemented onto an industrial case study 
involving monitoring rotating machinery in harsh conditions, with the aim to provide practical and small form-
factor implementations of sensor-embedded intelligence for condition monitoring.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Industrial needs for mass customization and increased manufacturing competition exert more pressure on enterprises to 
improve their operational efficiency in order to preserve their long-term sustainability. In the pursuit for rapid adaptation to the 
ever changing production demands and manufacturing paradigms, a sustainable manufacturing organization should be 
supported by a versatile maintenance engineering infrastructure. The maintenance management, execution and operations 
framework should have goals that lay beyond the horizon of simply preserving the operating condition of isolated process 
equipment at a desired level. Instead, a holistic view of maintenance is required, from the operations level, wherein monitoring 
of critical machinery parameters is taking place, all the way up to the level where strategic decisions are taken, influencing 
production process planning and imposing targets and constraints to production machinery operation. High-level maintenance 
planning can only succeed insofar it is based on valid operational-level data and reliable machinery operation. This makes 
condition monitoring of production machinery a key enabling factor to support sustainable production operations.  

Most modern industrial manufacturing processes utilize condition monitoring systems that rapidly adopt and benefit from 
technology innovations. These advancements provide upgrades for the system’s technical infrastructure or operating logic. The 
former include device architectures, that may include system-on-a-chip (SOC) designs or isolated advanced circuits, while the 
latter chiefly refer to supporting logic and software tools – such as novelty detection, diagnostics & prognostics, enhancements 
in computerised maintenance management systems and remote services. Wireless sensor networks offer easy and customizable 
deployment of several sophisticated agents of small form-factor. Forming part of an e-Maintenance [1, 2] paradigm, these 
monitoring agents are able to host automated computational and data storing operations that scale from elementary sample 
filtering to complex data processing. The current vision is that such programmable features of the latest wireless sensor 
modules, coupled with their wired counterparts, can fuel the development of on-line maintenance management systems that 
rely on processed data-streams from intelligent services hosted on dynamically formulated monitoring subnets. These 
dedicated subnets, populated by capable software components, will be able to monitor, model, diagnose and become calibrated 
to the operating behaviour of each specific machine installation. Sustainability in such systems is essentially supported by a 
virtual technician who samples and smart-processes the machines parameters on a 24/7 basis. This virtual technician’s 
efficiency can be easily upgraded by simply adding more wireless agents or updating their embedded software. 

Wireless technologies have been used in condition monitoring systems due to the considerable benefits they introduce. For 
example, they are employed to monitor the structural health of large scale constructions such as highway and railway bridges. 
Structural health monitoring (SHM) is a highly active research area, devoted to providing the required tools and techniques for 
on-line structural-integrity assessment [3] [4] [5]. Another application area is in industrial plants and manufacturing processes, 
where machinery operational behaviour must be efficiently modelled to support predictive maintenance programs. A 
characteristics example is in [6] where a motor-driven equipment is monitored by wireless vibration sensors embedded with a 
data compression algorithm that utilises Empirical Mode Decomposition with Differential Pulse Code Modulation, to identify 
instantaneous changes in non-linear and non-stationary signals, caused by anomalous machinery operation. An evaluation of 
WSNs, and their supporting platforms, to provide tools for research in predictive maintenance and condition-based monitoring 
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of end-milling is also reported in [7] In another application case the deployment of a large-scale WSN to support quality 
control operations in a water plant is reported in [8], featuring aspects of a “Smart Factory” concept.  

With industrial equipment increasingly being treated as asset whose value needs to be managed, an important research edge 
is to embed self-awareness features, both in stand-alone machinery, as well as in complex equipment configurations or 
production lines and units. The purpose of this paper is to focus on design architecture and implementation issues that involve 
the development of sensor-embedded intelligence. That is a set of functions and services, able to deliver efficient local 
processing of condition monitoring data, which can be exploited for novelty detection & diagnostics and can be ported to 
wireless sensor networks. This paper places machinery self-awareness as a key feature for achieving sustainable machinery and 
therefore production operation. It argues that the first step towards machinery self-awareness is embedded software 
implementing novelty detection behaviour. We review and compare widely adopted wireless sensor development platforms 
and smart behaviour techniques, in the light of the functional requirements of sensor-embedded intelligence, serving machine 
self-awareness in condition monitoring systems. Such research can lead to platform attributes that can widen the range of 
sensor-embedded intelligent methods, allow rapid development of the proper software components and ensure efficient novelty 
detection performance, supporting sustainable machinery operation. The intention is to apply the architecture to real case 
studies and to this end we approach the problem of vibration monitoring of pumps in a chemical industry plant, in order to 
show the concept of constructive modelling in novelty detection and condition monitoring [19].  

2 WIRELESS CONDITION MONITORING 

Wireless sensor networks are increasingly deployed as flexible alternatives to wired instrumentation systems. Their ease of 
installation & operation, scalability and topology flexibility are seen as their main advantages over wired solutions. On the 
down side, they have a limited battery life used to support low-consumption tiny scale SOC integrations, lacking in complexity 
of embedded operations and in components’ capacity (CPU, memory), while they can be susceptible to interference and noise. 
Recent advances in microprocessors and board integration methods have provided the means to start overcoming these 
drawbacks. Current sensor boards contain powerful 32bit CPU architectures, several MB of flash memory, and diverse RF 
connectivity, e.g. Bluetooth, WiFi or ZigBee. Nonetheless, battery life remains an issue, usually addressed by optimising the 
management of sensor node operation and employing energy-saving protocols, yet there is no uniformly adopted and 
standardised practice on these and usually the trade-off between capable wireless sensor modules and energy-saving 
implementations is sought to be balanced, making wireless sensor networks a more efficient monitoring approach. 

2.1 Smart Sensor Networks 

Inside most condition monitoring systems the sensor node constitutes the end-point component that lays closest to the 
machine. In the past, the main role reserved to the monitoring sensor was that of simply measuring parameters and transmitting 
(through wire) the samples to a data acquisition unit for further processing. The first step towards “smart sensor behaviour” is 
that of having nodes capable of conditioning and processing the monitored signal, before transmission. This upgrade is enabled 
by the introduction of hardware & software components (microcontrollers, memory, and basic processing software), into a 
sensor-scale board. These sensors moved from sensing end-points to “sensor nodes” and their device level architecture has 
been rapidly evolving. More sophisticated network-scale wireless sensor node architectures implement and support the second 
leap towards sensor intelligence for condition monitoring systems. Typical sensor-node designs now provide the basis 
application-oriented embedded software, addressing specific monitoring needs, thus enabling the wireless modules to perform: 

• Intelligent Sensing - Decide when to send machine parameters, by local evaluation of their novelty, significance, as well as 
confidence in reaching a first-level decision. The decision at this level should be merely focused on whether the monitored 
signals and parameters are ‘of interest’, so as to trigger further processing (e.g. transmission, diagnosis).  

• Intelligent Sustainable Monitoring Tools - Constantly monitor the sensor network and adapt its topology and operation to 
new parameters, conditions and events (i.e node failure). Network self-diagnostics and self-calibration can now be placed 
inside the tool (sensor nodes) and no longer constitute a responsibility of the instrumentation technician. 

• Intelligent Diagnostics - Warning/Critical level measurements automatically invoke local execution of simple or complex 
diagnostic procedures. Eembedded databases can effectively store reference history samples or previously processed 
machine state models. The technician can correspondingly access and respond to the reports or alert signals, while further 
development can lead to systems that self-trigger data transmission and remote services.  

Such a WSN architecture can constitute a key tool to support sustainable machine operation, as instead of sophisticated 
handheld instruments, connections to remote data centres, or printed machine history, the only needed tools are simple 
handheld devices able to wirelessly connect and couple with the service software components residing inside the sensor 
attached to the audited machine. The above smart sensor behaviour allows great potential for local data processing, upgrading 
the value of each sensor according to: 

� What has it been stored and recorded up until now – machine state parameters, event history.  



 

 

� What has it been modelled and learned up until now 
normal/abnormal behaviour. Profiling 
while still allowing for jointly considering multiple measurement data for modelling more complex behaviour

� What has it been diagnosed and reported up until now 
reporting, automated suggestions for further actions. 

Smart sensor networks are a form of 
unit. Their programmable nature enables deployment to serve 
reconfiguration, thus forming a flexible and easy to customise tool that 

2.2 Enabling Hardware Components

The technological edge of the most recent wireless sensor designs and architectures is 
monitoring systems. Their programmable nature offers 
ability to quickly adopt the cheap processing power and memory capacity constantly strengthens their place 
of system components hierarchy. Some of the best performers
powered by 8bit (Crossbow IRIS/Micaz
Imote2 [9]) processors. Memory capacity 
Quax MS-Pro) to several Mb (SunSPOTs,  Crossbow Imote), or even external storage (Shimmer).

Table 1- Smart Wireless Sensor Modules 
 

Wireless Sensor 
Module 

Microcontroller 

Crossbow 
(IRIS / MICAz) 

ATmega1281 
8-bit 

Crossbow 
(Imote2) 

Intel PXA271 
32-bit 

Sun 
(SunSPOTs) 

ARM920T 
32-bit 

PrismaSense 
(Quax MS-Pro) 

MSP430 
16-bit 

Shimmer MSP430 
16-bit 

Crossbow 

IRIS                MICAz           Imote2

3 SENSOR EMBEDDED LOGIC 

Since sensor modules offer the capacity and memory that allows programmers to embed considerable processing and data, 
it becomes possible to design a sensor-network based condition monitoring architecture with the following features: 

• Abstraction of the underlying hardware
middleware that can operate as the base logic of a wide range of sensor board architectures and integrated circuits. Multi
tier operating systems with software drivers which can efficiently handle and control a multitude of sensor module
components: integrated sensors, ADC, memory modu

• Support of standards, specifications
(802.15.4/ZigBee) that ensure software 
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modelled and learned up until now – reference parameters and models, capturing the machinery 
Profiling separately each machine or even each point of measur

ntly considering multiple measurement data for modelling more complex behaviour

diagnosed and reported up until now – correct/false alarms, confidence & novelty detection, 
for further actions.  

a form of programmable sensor infrastructure. Their role is not confined 
enables deployment to serve different condition monitoring tasks, with 

thus forming a flexible and easy to customise tool that can support sustainable machinery operation. 

Hardware Components 

of the most recent wireless sensor designs and architectures is reflected byt 
. Their programmable nature offers huge potential of customization and configuration

ability to quickly adopt the cheap processing power and memory capacity constantly strengthens their place 
Some of the best performers, in terms of balanced capacity and energy efficiency, are 

/Micaz [9]), 16bit (Shimmer [10], Quax MS-Pro [11]) or 32bit (
city (RAM/EPROM/Flash) can scale from several kb (Crossbow IRIS/Micaz, Shimmer, 

to several Mb (SunSPOTs,  Crossbow Imote), or even external storage (Shimmer).

Modules Classification 

Microcontroller  Memory Capacity 
Wireless 

Connection 
Operating 

 
8KB SRAM (IRIS), 
512K (Ser.)FLASH, 

128K (Prog.)FLASH, 

2.4 GHz IEEE 
802.15.4 / 

ZigBee compliant 

TinyOS Based
Contiki (IRIS)

Intel PXA271  
256KB SRAM, 
32MB FLASH, 
32MB SDRAM 

2.4 GHz IEEE 
802.15.4 / 

ZigBee compliant 

TinyOS, Linux and

512KB RAM, 
4MB FLASH 

2.4 GHz IEEE 
802.15.4 

Java Squawk

10KB RAM, 
40KB FLASH 

2.4 GHz IEEE 
802.15.4 / 

ZigBee compliant 
10KB RAM, 

48 KB FLASH, 
Micro SD 

2.4 GHz IEEE 
802.15.4 and 

Bluetooth 

Sun Prisma 

 
IRIS                MICAz           Imote2 

 
SunSPOTs Quax MS-Pro

 

Since sensor modules offer the capacity and memory that allows programmers to embed considerable processing and data, 
network based condition monitoring architecture with the following features: 

hardware – Sensor level operating systems (TinyOS 
the base logic of a wide range of sensor board architectures and integrated circuits. Multi

tier operating systems with software drivers which can efficiently handle and control a multitude of sensor module
components: integrated sensors, ADC, memory modules, microcontrollers, RF/Wi-Fi/BT

ifications (e.g. MIMOSA [16], SensorML [17]) and co
software interoperability and efficient coupling in diverse wireless sensor networks. 

reference parameters and models, capturing the machinery 
each machine or even each point of measurement, is becoming feasible, 

ntly considering multiple measurement data for modelling more complex behaviour.  

confidence & novelty detection, efficient 

is not confined to monitoring a single 
different condition monitoring tasks, with minimal 

support sustainable machinery operation.  

reflected byt their fast penetration in 
potential of customization and configuration adjustment. Their 

ability to quickly adopt the cheap processing power and memory capacity constantly strengthens their place at the device-level 
balanced capacity and energy efficiency, are 

32bit (SunSPOTs [12],  Crossbow 
(Crossbow IRIS/Micaz, Shimmer, 

to several Mb (SunSPOTs,  Crossbow Imote), or even external storage (Shimmer). 

Operating 
System 

API / 
Middleware 

TinyOS Based, 
Contiki (IRIS) 

MoteWorks / 
TinyOS Nesc 

TinyOS, Linux and 
SOS 

MoteWorks / 
TinyOS Nesc,  

Microsoft .NET 
Micro Framework 

Java Squawk Java APIs 

ISOS 
Microsoft .NET 

Micro Framework 

TinyOS 
TinyOS Nesc / 

Labview 

Shimmer-Research 

 
Pro 
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Since sensor modules offer the capacity and memory that allows programmers to embed considerable processing and data, 
network based condition monitoring architecture with the following features:  

 [13],SOS [14],Contiki [15]) and 
the base logic of a wide range of sensor board architectures and integrated circuits. Multi-

tier operating systems with software drivers which can efficiently handle and control a multitude of sensor module-
Fi/BT (Figure 1).   

) and communication protocols 
wireless sensor networks.  



 

 

• Extensibility and customisation options –
communicate with various sensor operating systems. 
implementing advanced internal functions or extend sensor connectivity
hosted, inside the sensors logic, with customised 

• Intelligent tools – Tiny complex database a
currently allow the development of small
implementations of statistical algorithms can be easily embedde
balanced by various parameters like energy

devices. Sensor nodes in WSNs can now accommodate on
questions: to transmit or not to transmit; what to transmit; when and how often to transmit. Sensor
is the first step to answering these questions. It makes no sense for a sensor to transmit, if it is not polled to do so or if it has 
nothing new to transmit. Therefore, sensor-embedded novelty detection is a key feature for energy

3.1 Intelligent Applications/Services 

In order to equip WSNs with sensor-embedded novelty detection
Various software architectures have been proposed and developed to drive the behaviour and functionality of 
and most promising ones adopt modular service
applications (diagnostic tools, prognostics, decision making, reporting) and/or middleware components (data handling, 
network management, energy-awareness). These are supported by (a) open / board
specific development tools, such as programming APIs, SDKs, emulation environments and software libraries.
intelligent software components in general follow 

• Java (Java Squawk) – Due to the large java
middleware has grown in availability and maturity, featuring 
lead to significant research for Java sensor APIs and middleware in the last few years. Java monitoring agents and services 
rapidly evolve, offering extensive customisation options and efficient integration with higher lev
online condition monitoring systems and CMMS. On the down side, most sensor embedded java virtual machines have 
significant consumption profiles and require considerable computation and memory resources. Additionally
sensor components have been designed and implemented as stand
operating system, middleware components and application services in a single virtual machine. This usually leads to poor 
support for more hardware sensor circuits and lim

• Microsoft .NET (Micro/Compact Framework) 
high level .NET application-suites and environments, such as CMMS and other remote 
software components exhibit fast performance and good control over hardware, thus appropriate for efficient execution, 
synchronisation and scheduling of monitoring tasks and events. Backed by well
constantly growing community .NET based wireless sensor modules allow rapid application development. As in Java, 
.NET also requires potent hardware components in terms of processing capacity and memory. Utilisation of such hardware 
is almost always characterised by high energy consumption profile.

• NesC Programming Language (TinyOS) 
produced, currently driving the processing 
currently progressing to its 2nd stable version, offers a solid and reliable OS to host processing components
from simple data/event handling mechanisms to complex
adoption both by research and industry lead to the present extensive availability of software drivers

Figure 1. Smart Sensor Embedded Logic
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– Versatile middleware supported by rich APIs and SDKs can interconnect and 
communicate with various sensor operating systems. It allows programmers to build software applications and servi
implementing advanced internal functions or extend sensor connectivity. Third party applications and services can be 

, with customised functionality like a tiny-scale system.  

Tiny complex database along with optimal small-footprint implementations of modelling techniques 
currently allow the development of small-scale intelligence within the sensor. Properly sized datasets and distributed 
implementations of statistical algorithms can be easily embedded inside wireless sensor modules to offer intelligence 
balanced by various parameters like energy- efficiency, network awareness and task prioritisation.

As RF operation is much more 
compared to CPU operation, a key challenge for smart 
wireless condition monitoring is to make optimal use of the 
RF operation, by transmitting only when and what is 
absolutely necessary, rather than sending a whole time 
series of measurements. The key to t
efficient Novelty Detection, ie the ability to track process 
deviation from known patterns of behaviour. However, this 
process can be computationally intense and resource
consuming. Data processing involves signal conditioning, 
filtering & other pre-processing, as well as model
novelty detection and diagnosis via machine or statistical 

learning methods. Typically these processes are performed 
on remote collection servers or to some extent on hand

s can now accommodate on-line data processing. But this does not resolve the other key 
questions: to transmit or not to transmit; what to transmit; when and how often to transmit. Sensor-embedded novelty detection 

ions. It makes no sense for a sensor to transmit, if it is not polled to do so or if it has 
embedded novelty detection is a key feature for energy-aware operation of WSNs. 

Intelligent Applications/Services Development 

embedded novelty detection features, adequate software components need to be built
Various software architectures have been proposed and developed to drive the behaviour and functionality of 
and most promising ones adopt modular service-based patterns (SOA) that allow flexible and extensible development of sensor 
applications (diagnostic tools, prognostics, decision making, reporting) and/or middleware components (data handling, 

awareness). These are supported by (a) open / board-independent or (b) proprietary / board
specific development tools, such as programming APIs, SDKs, emulation environments and software libraries.

in general follow three major programming paradigms: 

Due to the large java-community and the available tools and frameworks, java monitoring 
has grown in availability and maturity, featuring easy portability to various java-based platforms. This fact has 

lead to significant research for Java sensor APIs and middleware in the last few years. Java monitoring agents and services 
offering extensive customisation options and efficient integration with higher lev

online condition monitoring systems and CMMS. On the down side, most sensor embedded java virtual machines have 
significant consumption profiles and require considerable computation and memory resources. Additionally

r components have been designed and implemented as stand-alone all-in-one platforms, integrating the role of 
operating system, middleware components and application services in a single virtual machine. This usually leads to poor 

sensor circuits and limited interoperability potential.  

Microsoft .NET (Micro/Compact Framework) – These rich and extensible frameworks offer rich 
suites and environments, such as CMMS and other remote control services. .NET Sensor 

software components exhibit fast performance and good control over hardware, thus appropriate for efficient execution, 
synchronisation and scheduling of monitoring tasks and events. Backed by well-structured libraries and tool
constantly growing community .NET based wireless sensor modules allow rapid application development. As in Java, 
.NET also requires potent hardware components in terms of processing capacity and memory. Utilisation of such hardware 

ways characterised by high energy consumption profile.  

NesC Programming Language (TinyOS) – NesC is an open C-like language. A large pool
processing logic of many wireless condition monitoring systems

stable version, offers a solid and reliable OS to host processing components
mechanisms to complex statistical modelling for measurement

by research and industry lead to the present extensive availability of software drivers

Embedded Logic 

Versatile middleware supported by rich APIs and SDKs can interconnect and 
programmers to build software applications and services, 

Third party applications and services can be 

footprint implementations of modelling techniques 
scale intelligence within the sensor. Properly sized datasets and distributed 

d inside wireless sensor modules to offer intelligence 
efficiency, network awareness and task prioritisation. 

As RF operation is much more power-consumking 
compared to CPU operation, a key challenge for smart 
wireless condition monitoring is to make optimal use of the 
RF operation, by transmitting only when and what is 
absolutely necessary, rather than sending a whole time 
series of measurements. The key to this is reliable and 
efficient Novelty Detection, ie the ability to track process 
deviation from known patterns of behaviour. However, this 

tationally intense and resource-
ata processing involves signal conditioning, 

processing, as well as modelling for 
diagnosis via machine or statistical 

learning methods. Typically these processes are performed 
on remote collection servers or to some extent on hand-held 

line data processing. But this does not resolve the other key 
embedded novelty detection 

ions. It makes no sense for a sensor to transmit, if it is not polled to do so or if it has 
aware operation of WSNs.  

, adequate software components need to be built. 
Various software architectures have been proposed and developed to drive the behaviour and functionality of WSNs. The latest 

based patterns (SOA) that allow flexible and extensible development of sensor 
applications (diagnostic tools, prognostics, decision making, reporting) and/or middleware components (data handling, 

independent or (b) proprietary / board-
specific development tools, such as programming APIs, SDKs, emulation environments and software libraries. Wireless sensor 

community and the available tools and frameworks, java monitoring 
based platforms. This fact has 

lead to significant research for Java sensor APIs and middleware in the last few years. Java monitoring agents and services 
offering extensive customisation options and efficient integration with higher level software populating 

online condition monitoring systems and CMMS. On the down side, most sensor embedded java virtual machines have 
significant consumption profiles and require considerable computation and memory resources. Additionally, most java 

one platforms, integrating the role of 
operating system, middleware components and application services in a single virtual machine. This usually leads to poor 

rich integration options with 
control services. .NET Sensor 

software components exhibit fast performance and good control over hardware, thus appropriate for efficient execution, 
structured libraries and tools, and by a 

constantly growing community .NET based wireless sensor modules allow rapid application development. As in Java, 
.NET also requires potent hardware components in terms of processing capacity and memory. Utilisation of such hardware 

large pool of components has been 
wireless condition monitoring systems. TinyOS, which is 

stable version, offers a solid and reliable OS to host processing components that range 
measurement classification. Its wide 

by research and industry lead to the present extensive availability of software drivers and frameworks for 
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many different wireless sensor integrated circuits and their applications. NesC is lightweight enough to support balancing 
computational efficiency with network communications and hardware utilisation. From its birth, NesC was aimed to act as 
the programming language that will efficiently program low-featured wireless sensor modules participating in energy-
aware communication networks. Today, TinyOS effectively populates the lower layers of multiple NesC developed 
middleware that commercially provide sophisticated modelling routines and diagnostics.  

3.2 Sensor Embedded Machine Learning 

Considerable research effort has been devoted to condition monitoring and fault detection. The operating behaviour of each 
machinery class, along with its special attributes, have led to the development of intelligent modeling approaches, such as 

knowledge-based systems, fuzzy 
logic, machine learning, neural 
networks and genetic algorithms. 
However, in most cases intelligent 
condition monitoring, assigns the 
execution of data analysis and 
modeling tasks away from the 
actual sensor and thus from the 
monitored machine. This denotes 
that data acquisition schemes and 
their response-actions may suffer 
from transmission delays between 
sensor nodes and gateways or 
gateways and the central server. 
Any failure of the server that hosts 

the analysis software results in a transition to a manufacturing process with zero support for diagnostics and prognostics. Even 
when backup servers are invoked, data synchronization delays, sample-records gaps and reconfiguration routines make 
milliseconds or seconds seem like ages of unsupervised operation for critical machinery. 

As a more efficient, scalable and reliable alternative, this paper advocates  decentralization of data analysis and its porting 
to a sensor network distributed paradigm, within a wireless sensing infrastructure that performs distributed constructive 
novelty detection and diagnosis (Figure 2-3). Increasing the granularity and the distributed character of a computationally 
intensive process is a paradigm that has been followed by most disciplines in order to maximize utilization and performance 
while offering reliable (code migration, data replication) and scalable (over-the-air programming) processing infrastructures. 
We propose a sensor-embedded novelty-detection 
that upgrades the monitoring system’s flexibility 
and responsiveness to faults. The sensor network 
that monitors machinery behavior constitutes the 
part of the system that resides closest to the source 
of any fault or degradation process. Developing 
sensor-embedded diagnostics can instantly signal 
alarms or schedule critical maintenance actions, 
directly after detecting the novelty in sampled 
machine parameters. By investing in a sensor 
embedded distributed intelligence, we aim to build 
a constantly upgrading constructive knowledge 
system tailored to each machine. Instead of a static 
sensing infrastructure supplying a central station 
with training data, we use sensor embedded 
novelty-detection to train and enrich a dedicated 
model for each machine’s condition state. 
Population-based computing paradigms such as evolutionary computing or swarm intelligence are strong candidates to 
implement the adaptive and distributed nature of this emergent learning behaviour pattern.  

4 TESTBED AND APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 

Following the design architecture introduced in [18], our research now moves to implement the proposed component and 
novelty-detection engine, using NesC, on top of the widely adopted TinyOS and TinyDB components. Having defined a 
modular architecture for sensor-based novelty detection, we process the condition history of industrial equipment to decide the 
level of complexity for the modeling function that will drive our sensor-level novelty detection engine. This engine will 

Figure 2. Sensor Embedded Novelty Detection 

Figure 3. Distributed Novelty Detection Engine 



 

 

identify unusual or unforeseen sensed behavio
data) which significantly deviate from the embedded data model a
practice a collection of samples can be marked as novel not because an expert user examined them and decided it, but the buil
in model recognizes it to be so. The very nature of this approach
additional data and therefore expand its ‘receptive’ field, a process consistent with the concept of constructive model build

The first step in this direction is to experiment with the implementation of constructive model building for novelty 
detection and diagnosis based on real data, before embarking on porting the architecture to the field. 
the Phosphoric Fertilizers Industry (PFI) compound of Kavala (Greece) and involves two pumps operating around the clock to 
supply water and Ammonium Nitrate to critical manufacturing components of the plant. 
for two boilers, while pump P-503A is an Ammonium 

subset of the provided measurements as an initial set of Approved Data History. This subset comprised of sampl
profiled two condition states (Normal, Critical). 
missclassified measurements were automatically 
order to gradually enhance the models ability to correctly classify 
result was that all other measurements were correctly classified, providing evidence of successful constructive model buildin

dynamic model that constantly learns from the 
implementation of this learning process, allowing its computationally efficient execution on top of sensor

Figure 4. Photo and Measurements Schematic

Figure 5. Photo and Measurement Schematic

Figure 6. Constructive Model Building Efficiency
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sensed behaviour based on features extracted from the samples. Any measurements (training 
data) which significantly deviate from the embedded data model are judged to be novel. It is important to emphasize this, as in 
practice a collection of samples can be marked as novel not because an expert user examined them and decided it, but the buil
in model recognizes it to be so. The very nature of this approach, allows the sensor-embedded engine to accommodate 
additional data and therefore expand its ‘receptive’ field, a process consistent with the concept of constructive model build

The first step in this direction is to experiment with the implementation of constructive model building for novelty 
detection and diagnosis based on real data, before embarking on porting the architecture to the field. 

compound of Kavala (Greece) and involves two pumps operating around the clock to 
to critical manufacturing components of the plant. Pump P-451A i

Ammonium Nitrate Supply Pump for a granulator. They are both included in a visual 
inspection program that performs tactical 
multi-point measurements of vibration 
velocity, while an online monitoring system 
constantly records the vibra
velocity (single-point). The plant harsh 
environment and multi
permanent cabling almost impossible, while 
some hazardous material could easily 
corrode such a deployment

The measurement history 
Vertical / Horizontal velocity readings
pumps was processed and modelled through simple 
heuristics to assess the classification quality of a 
simple to compute novelty
goal is to gradually enhance the engines
in modelling and identifying novelty, while 
maintaining a low-to-medium computation profile. 
Data accuracy, volume and complexity are 
significant factors in balancing memory 
requirements and computational effici
utilised this to build a
modelling process. We employ distance
novelty estimation and 
technique for machinery condition classification. 
Pump 503A went through repeating operational 
failures which resulted into multiple “Critical” 
conditions. Our model training process used a 

subset of the provided measurements as an initial set of Approved Data History. This subset comprised of sampl
(Normal, Critical). At each processing step (evaluation of a new measurement), any

lassified measurements were automatically flagged out for future labeling and addition to the Approved Data
the models ability to correctly classify future measurements ([19]). After a few processing steps

result was that all other measurements were correctly classified, providing evidence of successful constructive model buildin

Figure 6 displays the 
two cases: (a) Evaluating Test Data using a 
static initial set of Approved Data and (b) 
Evaluating Test Data through Constructive 
Model Building. 
flagged many novelties and 
significant number of miscl
while the latter’s 
model building 
trained model which managed to correctly 
classify the total set of Test Data. 
Furthermore, no novelty was flagged
constructive modelling
eliminating uncertainty for the machines 
condition states. These early 

attribute superior classification abilit
from the machine’s state history. Our goal is to define and optimally balance the 

lementation of this learning process, allowing its computationally efficient execution on top of sensor

Measurements Schematic for Pump P-451A 

Measurement Schematic for Pump P-503A 

Constructive Model Building Efficiency 

Any measurements (training 
re judged to be novel. It is important to emphasize this, as in 

practice a collection of samples can be marked as novel not because an expert user examined them and decided it, but the built-
embedded engine to accommodate 

additional data and therefore expand its ‘receptive’ field, a process consistent with the concept of constructive model building. 

The first step in this direction is to experiment with the implementation of constructive model building for novelty 
detection and diagnosis based on real data, before embarking on porting the architecture to the field. Our testbed is situated at 

compound of Kavala (Greece) and involves two pumps operating around the clock to 
451A is a Feed Water Pump 

. They are both included in a visual 
inspection program that performs tactical 

point measurements of vibration 
velocity, while an online monitoring system 
constantly records the vibration peak 

point). The plant harsh 
environment and multi-level structure make 

cabling almost impossible, while 
some hazardous material could easily 
corrode such a deployment.  

The measurement history (4-point Axial / 
velocity readings) of both 

pumps was processed and modelled through simple 
heuristics to assess the classification quality of a 
simple to compute novelty-detection engine. Our 

to gradually enhance the engines’ efficiency 
in modelling and identifying novelty, while 

medium computation profile. 
Data accuracy, volume and complexity are 
significant factors in balancing memory 

computational efficiency. We 
to build a heuristic constructive 

We employ distance-based 
novelty estimation and a nearest neighbour 

for machinery condition classification. 
Pump 503A went through repeating operational 
failures which resulted into multiple “Critical” 

Our model training process used a small 
subset of the provided measurements as an initial set of Approved Data History. This subset comprised of samples which 

step (evaluation of a new measurement), any novel or 
the Approved Data History, in 

After a few processing steps the 
result was that all other measurements were correctly classified, providing evidence of successful constructive model building.  

Figure 6 displays the classification results of 
two cases: (a) Evaluating Test Data using a 
static initial set of Approved Data and (b) 
Evaluating Test Data through Constructive 

. The former approach 
flagged many novelties and lead to a 
significant number of misclassifications, 

latter’s utilisation of constructive 
 created a dynamically 

trained model which managed to correctly 
classify the total set of Test Data. 
Furthermore, no novelty was flagged in 
constructive modelling, effectively 

inating uncertainty for the machines 
. These early results clearly 
classification abilities to any 

machine’s state history. Our goal is to define and optimally balance the 
lementation of this learning process, allowing its computationally efficient execution on top of sensor-level resources.    
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5  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The initial phase of our research provides an elaborate listing of the enabling technologies that offer mature software 
engineering tools, wide developing community and versatile testing/emulation environments for sensor-embedded software 
development. The state of the art in sensor-embedded intelligence is analysed by recording “what” type of smart operation has 
been achieved and “how”.  Designing a new sensor-scale novelty detection engine brings into the discussion the challenge of 
balancing on-line modelling performance (the training process ability to capture abnormal machine behaviour) with software 
components efficiency over limited resources (components complexity and computational needs). Finally the implementation 
of this engine tests the utilised platforms’ ability to support development of intelligent components to facilitate sensor-
embedded intelligence. Future research will include cross examination and extensive testing of different novelty-detection 
engine implementations. Emulation environments and actual sensor modules will be used to assess each implementation’s 
performance and effectiveness in delivering self-awareness. Additional lab and site testing is being planned to enable novelty 
engine optimizations and further development of more advanced intelligent services. 
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